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This study offers an explanation to Lancashire's prime role in the industrial revolution based on a 

theoretical and an empirical spatial analysis of England's geographical features and of the evolution 

of its mechanical labor force. The study emphasizes the important role played by the general 

expansion of the English textile industry in the eighteenth century and its effect on the evolution 

of a highly skilled mechanical labor force, and argues that this was the main force behind the 

significant technical improvements in this period. We claim that England’s industrialization 

eventually came to be heavily concentrated in Lancashire (and in the west riding) rather than in 

the other major textile centres (i.e. Norfolk Suffolk, and Cambridgeshire in the east, or Devon, 

Gloucestershire, Wiltshire, and Somerset in the south-west), because Lancashire had both the 

necessary natural resources for the implementation of mass production technologies (i.e. 

appropriate river flows for watermills, and coal provisions for steam) and it happened to specialize 

in cotton, which fibres’ were more suited for mechanical handling and therefore benefited more 

from the implementation of mass production technologies. Thus, Lancashire’s industrialization 

was the result of its specialization in cotton combined with its availability of natural resources. 

We use various sources of data to show that textile production, as a whole was more extensive in 

agriculturally fertile counties. The early textile industry depended amongst other things on 

agglomeration and on machinery operated by mills (mainly fulling) and agricultural areas were 

suitable as they were both more heavily populated, and more abundant in millwrights, a group of 

highly skilled mechanics who whose occupation is planning and building mills or setting up their 
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machinery.4 Using the potential for wheat growing as an instrumental variable we also find that 

the number of wrights increased with the general expansion in textile production while technical 

improvements were also taking place. Since for various reasons cotton textiles were more strongly 

affected by these improvements, their price declined rapidly, increasing exports and the benefits 

from the implementation of mass production technologies. Soon, spinning machinery was housed 

in water-powered mills on streams and the need for more power stimulated the production of 

steam-powered. Although a number of counties had one of the necessary conditions for 

industrialization but Lancashire was the one to have all of them. 
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